| Case #: 19-02803 | Occurred: 10/08/2019 07:58 | Reported: 10/08/2019 07:58 | Location(s): 2535 Channing Wy | Summary | Crime(s): 5150: WI; 72 Hour Mental Health Hold | Person(s) & Vehicle(s) |
| Case #: 19-02804 | Occurred: 10/08/2019 09:48 | Reported: 10/08/2019 09:48 | Location(s): 2220 Piedmont Av | Summary | Crime(s): 484 G(B): PC; Theft: misrepresent As Access Card Holder | Person(s) & Vehicle(s) |
| Case #: 19-02805 | Occurred: 10/08/2019 12:46 | Reported: 10/08/2019 12:46 | Location(s): Sproul Hall | Summary | Crime(s): 10-42: Welfare Check | Person(s) & Vehicle(s) |
| Case #: 19-02806 | Occurred: 10/08/2019 11:44 | Reported: 10/08/2019 11:44 | Location(s): 2537 Haste St | Summary | Crime(s): 5150: WI; 72 Hour Mental Health Hold | Person(s) & Vehicle(s) |
| Case #: 19-02807 | Occurred: 10/08/2019 15:09 | Reported: 10/08/2019 15:09 | Location(s): Grizzly Peak Bl | Summary | Crime(s) | Person(s) & Vehicle(s) |
22653 (B): VC; Abandon Vehicle Involved In Accident